2015 Hunter Testimonials

Tristan Mack – Afton, WY

“WDH is a great organization full of down to earth, hardworking people, who would bend over backwards to help handicapped hunters not only fill their tags, but to have a hunt of a lifetime. They have great facilities and equipment to make it all happen and they have put together great hunts time and time again. Not only is it a great organization, but they offer all their hunts at a very affordable price which is very nice in today’s world, especially for the quality of animals they put you on. I’m very happy to have hunted with them and to have made many memories with them! I hope to be able to do it again in the future.”

Dave Grace – Honeoye, NY

“The Wyoming Disabled Hunters offers me the opportunity to experience country and hunting I would never experience living in the east. Being able to hunt antelope, muleys or even elk in a foreign environment is a real treat. The hunting expertise and friendly attitude the WDH provide is priceless. I’ve hunted with WDH three times now. The first time I came for the game. Now I come not only for the game but to see old friends and make new ones. Everyone associated with WDH is top notch and the community of Cody can be proud of the service they provide to the disabled hunters across the USA.”
Chris Santistevan – Gillette, WY

“I was fortunate enough to be selected to go on an elk hunt provided by Wyoming Disabled Hunters in October 2015. I also was lucky enough to harvest a nice cow elk on the Brubaker Ranch. The WDH is a wonderful organization and without their help a hunt like that for me is almost impossible. That was a hunt to remember and hopefully I can be chosen to go on another in the future.”

Tom Lealos – Powell, WY

“The most memorable part of the elk hunt with WDH was the time I spent with the dedicated volunteers. The commitment of time and talents of the companion hunters, back-up shooters, drivers and landowners made my hunt very successful. It was an experience that I'll always remember and cherish. The long hours of planning and execution by the WDH folks really made for a wonderful hunting experience.”
Eric Vetter – Aberdeen, SD

“The deer hunting experience with the Wyoming Disabled Hunters Association was one of the greatest things I have gotten to do since being in a wheelchair for the last 22 years. The group did an awesome job at making sure everything from the room to the hunt was accessible and safe. Coming from eastern South Dakota where we are pretty flat, the nature aspect of being able to hunt in Wyoming was amazing. All the guides are volunteers and knew exactly what was going on and helped me in every aspect of the hunt. My dad came with me and he was amazed at how well run the event was and how many different hunting areas there were to be able to hunt. I hope to be able to come back out again soon and hopefully this time draw an elk tag. I so love to hunt and organizations like these should be applauded in every respect. Thanks again for everything.”

Pete LePage – Woodburg, MN

“Hunting with Wyoming Disabled Hunters was such a great experience. The quality and quantity of game was amazing. The food and lodging brings WOW to mind. The guides and other locals were all so knowledgeable of the area, the game and all the equipment WDH has to offer. This hunt was Top Notch, from the moment I got my tag till my cooler arrived home with my processed venison. Awesome hunt, thank you everyone.”